
DISTINCTIVELY 
DIFFERENT 
MEETINGS



In today’s conference and event marketplace the boisterous mega-hotels tout super-sized meeting spaces  
and 1000+ room hotels built for massive groups. But let’s keep the super-size to fast food joints.  
Why be one of the masses? 

 The Kartrite Resort and Indoor Waterpark Catskills is the exception to this noisy norm. A think tank resort that 
focuses on flexible communal spaces and experiential visits. Designed authentically for inspiration and fun 
with a Catskill vibe that is anything but generic.  

A perfect and easy place to work, yes.  But maybe more importantly, a place to build team relationships unlike 
any other.

Like any great piece of real estate, location is key. The 1200 acres and near billion-dollar Resort World Catskills 
campus was chosen for the synergies of The Kartrite’s guest. 

Just 90 miles from most of Connecticut, New Jersey and New York City, The Kartrite is conveniently accessible 
from Newark and Newburgh airports.

Your plans call for a conference room…here we have several assembly spaces. Flexible. Open or private. 
Modern design. Complete with all the tech you’d expect from the newest resort in the Catskills. And that’s 
what makes The Kartrite distinctively different. The Catskills. Indoors and outdoors. Our personalized 
planners will design your team’s visit to not only focus on the meeting, but to take a bit of time for a 
breath of fresh air.  



Locally sourced food is a big deal at The Kartrite. Due to the scale of the resort, the kitchens operate on guiding 
principles that stress the importance of community and sustainability. 

Foodies will eat their way through Bixby’s Derby, a taproom menu constructed for sharing plates along with 
regional dishes. Eat. Eat. Eat. is an energetic buffet menu that takes pride in creativity. And our other eateries 
and bars will satisfy your inner Iron Chef. With delectable and carefully crafted selections throughout the resort, 
New York’s finest farm to table, house made cuisine is at your fingertips at The Kartrite. And all can be secure in 
the knowledge that many of the ingredients come from upstate NY farms and craft purveyors and fisheries who 
share The Kartrite’s beliefs.

With a fully dedicated team buidling program, The Kartrite is far different from the typcial resort. From trivia 
nights and bar specials to spectacular team building events catered specifically for your group, there’s always 
something going on. Play Shark Tank, laser tag, chain reaction games or many others with our group leaders. 
Other resorts pretend to have team building. At The Kartrite, it’s a priority

Get your workout on in our fitness center. Or, if your up for it, grab your group and head outside. We have 
over 6 miles of marked hiking trails from easy strolls in the meadow to more strenuous hikes in the woods 
right outside the back of the resort.



An indoor waterpark for a conference is just the what the team needs to bring out the inner kid in all of us. After an 
evening at the pool bar and sliding on adrenaline-inducing waterslides at New York’s biggest indoor waterpark, the 
next morning’s conversations are energized and take on a whole new path. Team building, comradery, Instagram 
moments and intoxicating laughter are completely free of charge.

And, if your days allow for a moment of R&R, make sure to bring your sunscreen.  The waterpark’s roof is completely 
transparent - allowing the sun’s rays to give you a savage tan all year long. Tan inside - it’s 84 degrees year round.

A work life balance is so important to the health of your team, but everyone still needs time to play. Head out to 
the Concord Commons and challenge yourself on the Woodstock balance logs. Sit by the outdoor fireplaces and 
toast s’mores til your sweet tooth says “uncle”. With 6 miles of marked trails for every skill level, head out back for 
a gorgeous Catskills hike. Or grab a signature cocktail at one of our 3 amazing bars.

Challenge yourself and build comaraderie the Kartrite Way – with mini bowling, laser tag, rock walls, pool tables 
and our signature virtual reality gaming. There’s no end to the fun you can have as a team at The Kartrite. 

And after the meetings are over – jump next door to Resorts World Catskills – New York’s newest casino destination. 
Signature restaurants like Cellaio by celebrity chef Scott Conant, table games, slots and nightly entertainment are 
at your fingertips!




